Content right at your fingertips

Ready to use training modules & guides
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Tailor-made high quality content to your need

Choose among thousands of training modules, covering most categories and industries...
Choose from a wide variety of courses on topics such as compliance, leadership, performance management, sales and the workplace.

Languages
ENG, ESP, ITA, CHI (and selected French)

Some of the most popular titles:
- Customer Types
- Negotiating tactics
- Team decision making
- Praise and criticism
- Control and close
- Needs and objectives
- Workplace generations
- GDPR
- Assert yourself
- Meetings, bloody meetings
Skillsoft is the innovative leader in eLearning, online training and talent solutions for an enterprise organization’s most valuable resource, its people.

Languages
Selected courses are available in different languages (details in link below)

Some of the most popular titles:
- Interacting with customers
- Being and effective team member
- Confrontation in Customer Service
- Motivating your employees
- Building your presentation
- Leading through Positive Influence
- Effective Performance Appraisal
- The art of staying focused
- Become a great listener
- Project Management introduction

Skillsoft website → Language directory →
AwareGO produces high-quality videos to maximize the impact of security awareness campaigns. AwareGO’s videos improve employees’ security with minimal effect on their productivity.

Languages
ENG, GER (can be made available in other languages (cost for voice over))

Some of the most popular titles:
- Think before you post
- Data leaks
- Vishing
- Clean desk
- Passwords
- Malicious Attachments
- Spyware
- Handling Confidential Material
- Software Installs
- CEO Scam
Content providers

Microlearning resources covering a wide range of topics including Teamwork, Workplace Wellbeing, Data Protection and Health & Safety.

Languages
ENG (and selected French)

Some of the most popular titles:
★ Mental Health
★ Coaching & Mentoring
★ Competition Law
★ Dealing with Conflicts
★ Email Etiquette
★ Everyday Energy
★ GDPR
★ Healthy Living
★ Sustainability
★ The Need for Strategy

Micro Learn website ➔
Online training for corporate learning and compliance with various complex regulations, based on expert legal knowledge.

Languages

DEN (and selected ENG, SWE, NOR (plus subtitles in FIN, POL, NED, ESP))

Some of the most popular titles:

★ Anti-money laundering
★ Personal Data Protection (GDPR)

Howart website →
The most up-to-date microlearning introduction and in-depth courses covering topics such as Sales, Service and Management.

Languages
ENG, DEN, SWE, NOR

Some of the most popular titles:
★ The 6 core Skills of Top Performers
★ The Top Sales Person and the Sales Process
★ Communication
★ Generating Interest
★ Storytelling
★ Customer Needs and Questioning Technique
★ Winning Offers
★ Presenting to Win
★ Handling Objections
★ Closing the sale

Grape website →
Ready to Use Training Modules and Guides

Let's begin a conversation and learn how you can quickly ignite your platform with best of breed content or pick straight from providers.

Pick’n’mix
Find and add relevant content from our different Content Providers

✓ Access thousands of training modules
✓ Powered by the best content providers
✓ Hand-select with a clear fixed pricing

Hot 100 bundle
Preload your platform with 100+ best practice training modules covering all topics

✓ Skills training in every business area
✓ Engaging and award winning content
✓ Exceptional value unique to eloomi

* Only together with the licensee subscription agreement

A Curated Collection
A specialist will curate a tailor-made offer based on your learning needs

✓ Curated by subject-matter experts
✓ Ensure positive business impact
✓ Get a FREE and non-binding offer
Let's begin a conversation